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SGM Report
32 people (including committee members) attended our Special General

There were three areas of other

Meeting (SGM) on the 19th September. This was held on The Meade due to a

business debated at the SGM,

lack of suitable venues because of Covid concerns. Thankfully the weather was

namely:

kind and a successful meeting ensued.

1. Creation of a role to support the

The main purpose of the SGM was to instigate rule changes allowing Annual

conservation area status of

General Meetings to be held remotely, for example via Zoom, and a brief

Chorltonville from Hamish McKay

introduction as to why the Committee believes the rules need to be updated was
presented. The main changes were:

2.Discussion on benefits of creating

a. Rule 14 – to allow for electronic payments

an Active Neighbourhood from

b. Rule 17 - to allow AGM/SGM to be held remotely

Peter Barton.

c. Rule 24 – to remove obligation to hand deliver a hard copy of the Rules to all
households

3.Discussion on provision of

There was an interesting discussion on whether rule 17 as drafted allowed the

improved internet infrastructure in

Committee too much control and discretion over whether AGM/SGM should be

Chorltonville from Rob South.

remote. The consensus and assurances from the committe was that remote
meeting would always be a last resort in exceptional circumstances but the
flexibilty was required to avoid the conflicting issues we found ourselves in over
the course of the pandemic. Namely, the requirement to hold a general meeting
on an annual basis that had to be an in-person meeting.

Leaf Sweep
Our annual leaf sweep is scheduled
to take place on the 29th and 30th
October. Please try to keep vehicles

The committee agreed to provide
initial communications from each of
these groups to households
subscribed to the email mailing list.

The meeting voted in favour of the

We’ve included some initial

changes with one against and no

information on the first of these

abstentions.

proposals on the conservation area

The rules have now been updated on

status of Chorltonville in this

our website:

newsletter (see back page).

Management->Rules and Regulations

[The minutes of the SGM will be available on
the website in due course]

off the road during these days as
much as possible.
We will email a reminder a few days
before the sweep.

Proposed Events Coming Up
Advent Trail: In lieu of a Christmas Fair this year, Brookburn School PTA are
proposing an advent trail . The suggested date is December 3. If anyone is
interested in participating or helping in any way, please contact Brookburn PTA.

Cancer Bake Sale: In support of Breast Cancer Awareness month, residents
are holding a Wear it Pink fundraising event to raise money for Breast Cancer
Now. See the back page for further information and our news section on the
website.

Wear It Pink
The Meade,
Friday 22nd October,

Chorltonville Conservation Area:

Improvement Initiative
At the recent Special General Meeting of Chorltonville
Owners, Hamish McKay spoke to the meeting in relation to
the conservation area status of our estate. Hamish said that
the conservation of Chorltonville could be improved, as the
current arrangements seem only to protect the trees. There
was general support among those present for that as an
initiative.

3:30pm.

Hamish hopes this is not a one-person idea – it’s unlikely to
make much progress if it is. He would like to create a small
group to take this forward and therefore invites interested
volunteers to join him.
If you are interested or concerned about the conservation of
Chorltonville and wish to help improve it, please let Hamish
know via handamackay@yahoo.co.uk
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Some of our residents are looking to see if there is an appetite for local folk to cycle together to
explore the local area and surrounding countryside. The focus would be road cycling and
require folk to have a road bike with the ability to cycle at around 20 km/h on rides ranging from
2-3hrs. If anyone is interested, email your contact Peter Hayes at pgashayes@icloud.com.

Brookburn Road Closure

Email collection
We are still short of email addresses for residents. Please give us your
email address for communication and ask your neighbours to do so.
Please also remember that all newsletters and other Chorltonville
related items are displayed on the lectern.

Reminder: For a short time during Wednesday October
20th, Brookburn Road will be closed again to traffic as
part of their Greener Brookburn initiative .
Entry to Chorltonville will still be possible via Reynard
Road/Claude Road.

We would like to wish you all a safe and healthy autumn/winter
From everyone on the Committee.
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